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[Editor’s Note: This is part 2 of a series of articles on
Cognitive Biases and their impact on Litigation and Nego-
tiation. Laura A. Frase, Of Counsel with Cantey Hanger
L.L.P. in Dallas, has over 30 years’ experience in insurance
defense litigation. She also serves as Negotiation/Settlement
Counsel for a number of her clients, having resolved
thousands of matters generating significant cost savings.
Ms. Frase earned her law degree from St. Mary’s School
of Law. In 2013 she earned a Master’s Degree in Dispute
Resolution from Southern Methodist University, concen-
trating on Negotiation. Ms. Frase is also a trained Med-
iator and an Adjunct Professor at UNT Dallas College of
Law. She is recognized as a Top Woman Lawyer in Texas
and AV Peer Preeminent rated. Any commentary or opi-
nions do not reflect the opinions of Cantey Hanger LLP or
LexisNexis1 Mealey Publications�. Copyright # 2017
by Laura A. Frase. Responses are welcome.]

Anchoring Effect: ‘‘Draggin the Line’’1 in
Litigation and Negotiation
One of the most well researched cognitive bias is the
Anchoring Effect; ‘‘the human tendency to adjust judg-
ments or assessments higher or lower based on pre-
viously disclosed external information – the anchor.’’2

This mental short-cut involves starting with an initial
known number or information (explicitly or implicitly
conveyed) and then adjusting to generate the final
answer for which we are searching. Once we believe
we have reached the realm of a plausible answer, we
stop adjusting from the initial reference point. For exam-
ple, we want to purchase a quart of cream. We know the
price of a quart of milk so we adjust from that number
to estimate the cost of the same amount of cream. If
we want to buy a particular car, we may recall prices for

similar makes and models and use those numbers to
estimate the cost of the car we want to purchase. The
numbers or information we start with and use as
comparisons are anchors.

The problem arises when we make more complex
judgments or decisions. ‘‘There is nothing wrong (in
principle) with forming an estimate by starting with
one value and then adjusting it successfully as each
new piece of information comes to mind. The mistake
(we) make is not adjusting enough’’ (emphasis
added).3 For example, if we are asked the year George
Washington was elected President we might assume
the correct answer is near 1776.4 If we are asked at
what age Gandhi died and are told he was younger
than 120 years old, we might be anchored by that
implausible age.5 Since we start with the anchor, our
final estimate is subconsciously biased toward it.6 Our
guess is literally ‘‘dragged’’ back to that initial number or
information.

Behavioral psychologists Daniel Kahneman7 and Amos
Tversky first named and studied this effect using their
famous ‘‘Wheel of Fortune’’ experiment. They created a
spinning wheel with seemingly random numbers on the
wheel. It was, however, rigged so that anyone who spun
the wheel had it land on the numbers 10 or 65. After
spinning the wheel, the participants were then asked to
guess the percentage of African nations that were mem-
bers of the United Nations. Participants whose spin
landed on the number 10 guessed an average of 25%.
Those who got the ‘‘wheel-chosen’’ number of 65
guessed 45%, on average.8 Of course, the numbers
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on the wheel had no rational relationship to the number
of African-member countries in the U.N.9 Yet the
numbers, irrelevant as they were, pulled the participants
in their guesses.

In another study, subjects were asked to guess the thick-
ness of a piece of paper if it was folded 100 times. Rarely
did people guess more than a few yards or meters. But,
assuming that the paper is the standard thickness of .1
millimeter, if folded 100 times would be approximately
1.27 x 1023 kilometers thick.10 The participants did not
adjust upward enough after they imagined what the
first few folds looked like, failing to take into account
the doubling effect of the later folds. They were thus
pulled to lower estimates.

The Anchoring Effect is subtle yet pervades in a variety
of judgments we make, ‘‘from the trivial . . . to the apoc-
alyptic.’’11 The Effect occurs in general knowledge ques-
tions, price estimates, the first idea mentioned in a
meeting, estimates of self-efficiency, and assessments
of probability.12 This bias is so powerful (and insidious)
that the anchor need not be logically connected to what
we are trying to determine. Studies have shown that an
anchor sways judgments even though it ‘‘is incomplete,
inaccurate, irrelevant, implausible or random.’’13

The Effect is reinforced when we choose or self-gener-
ate the anchor (such as what first demand to make).14

Since we chose it, we view the reference point as more
rational and reliable. We may even cling to its credibil-
ity (we did pick it after all) to the point that we then
marshal evidence that only ratifies the anchor. ‘‘Under-
adjustment . . . may result from a failure to look for
counterevidence, a failure of actively open-minded
thinking.’’15 This form of Confirmation Bias, described
previously in this series, further cements the anchor’s
power.16

The anchor can be arbitrary17 or outrageous and still
influence our final estimation.18 One well known
example of the strength of a wild anchor is a study in
which the subjects were asked to guess the average
annual temperature in San Francisco. Some were first
asked whether it was higher or lower than 558 degrees,
a completely crazy number, while others were not so
‘‘primed’’. As you may now guess, those who were
‘‘exposed’’ to the number 558 guessed a higher average
temperature then those who were not.19

In litigation, sentencing guidelines,20 policy limits,21

settlement matrixes, jurisdictional limits,22 and damage
caps23 all serve as anchors. For example, studies have
shown that when assessing appropriate damage awards,
judges are influenced by the numbers discussed during
settlement talks to which they are privy.24 Highly
relevant, yet inadmissible evidence also affects judges’
decisions.25 Juries are not immune to anchors. In mock
personal injury trials, when high compensation was
requested, juries not only awarded higher amounts,
surprisingly they were also more inclined to find causa-
tion in favor of the Plaintiff.26 The Anchoring Effect
is particularly persuasive in pain/suffering and punitive
damage determinations.27 Even when the Plaintiff
was seen as selfish or less than generous when asking
for additional money, he was still more likely to win
his case.28

Anchoring is particularly prevalent during settlement
negotiations. Studies have shown that the higher the
first demand, the more likely the bargaining zone is
centered around and drawn upward into a negotiation
zone more favorable to the offeror.29 The more precise
the number (ex. $19.99 vs. $20.00) the stronger the
anchor’s influences, largely because the offeror appears
knowledgeable of the ‘‘true value’’.30 This Effect is so
robust, it impacts even when the demand is so extreme
as to be unbelievable.31 The anchor literally weighs
down negotiations.

I conducted my own Anchoring Effect experiment with
my students at UNT Dallas College of Law. I showed
them a photo of an unnamed restaurant that I said
served American cuisine. I then had them draw slips
of paper from an envelope. One half of the class drew
slips that asked ‘‘How much are you willing to spend
for a meal at Bistro 17?’’ The other half drew slips
that asked the same question, except the restaurant
name was changed to Bistro 97.32 I literally changed
one digit. No other information was given. When the
results were tallied, those with the restaurant named
Bistro 97 wrote a higher amount, on average, that they
were willing to spend (almost 25% higher) than those
who had Bistro 17. Their decisions were anchored by
the irrelevant numbers 17 and 97.

The Anchoring Effect also impacts how we assess
information. The first information collected is often
given greater importance merely because it is the first
piece of data received. In any subsequent analysis, we
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continually harken back to the first information, com-
paring it to the new information, testing the latter’s
credibility and weight against the anchor. For example,
in mass toxic tort personal injury cases we may initially
value a case based on the trade of a particular worker.
If information is then generated that shows the Plain-
tiff worked in other trades that impact exposure levels -
perhaps to an even greater extent than the first trade
we knew about - we may still evaluate the case based
on the initially identified trade. Those new facts may
not be given equal weight or equal credibility in
comparison.33

Similarly, the Anchoring Effect plays out in the med-
ical profession. For example, it can occur in any
‘‘tendency to perceptually lock onto salient features
in the patient’s initial presentation too early in the
diagnostic process, and failing to adjust this initial
impression in light of later information.’’34 The first
impression/diagnosis may overpower later gathered
information.

One of my law students gave a terrific example of
how the Anchoring Effect works with information.
She had friends who were represented by an attorney.
That attorney drafted a litigation plan for them but,
unfortunately, did not follow through and eventually
ceased returning phone calls. Her friends then hired
another attorney who created a totally different litiga-
tion plan - a plan he actually implemented - and, for
the first time, the case was going well. He regularly
apprised his clients of progress in the case and returned
their phone calls. Nevertheless, her friends began to
worry about the suitability of second attorney’s strategy.
They kept comparing it to the ineffectual plan created
by their first (and less responsive) attorney. Even know-
ing the second attorney was doing a better job, her
friends still questioned his judgement because they
were anchored to the strategy of the first attorney.

While we know the Anchoring Effect impacts decision-
making, scholars still debate how it accomplishes its
influence. Some argue the anchor’s power comes
from our inability to sufficiently adjust from the start-
ing point the anchor sets. Since the adjustment is insuf-
ficient, the anchor then has greater influence over the
final number than is warranted.35 Others suggest that
the anchor serves to subconsciously ‘‘prime’’ or suggest
to us the correct information.36 Some blame cognitive
laziness as the cause; making a correct estimate or

researching the answer is too much of an intellectual
investment to make.37 Still others believe the anchor
is powerful because ‘‘we treat the anchor as a reliable
guide.’’38 We believe, subconsciously, that the first
number or information received is somehow more
meaningful or that the anchor implies true value (ex.
the MSRP of a car).39 No matter the cause, this cogni-
tive bias is potent in its impact.

Anchor’s Away?
Diminishing the power of the Anchoring Effect is dif-
ficult. Anchors are inescapable. Awareness alone is not
enough to battle against them.40 Discussing or disput-
ing the anchors empowers them.41 Anchors influence
us even if we are explicitly told to ignore them.42 So
what can we do?

� Attempt to replace the anchor with your own
well-researched, objective reference point or infor-
mation. Draft the negotiation or litigation plan
using the new reference point. In essence, work
within this bias by anchoring yourself to some-
thing different. Do not, however, continue to
compare your new reference point back to the
original anchor.

� For self-generated anchors (the ones we create for
ourselves), seek more accurate information. The
Effect may be diminished with ‘‘incentives to
engage in effortful thoughts.’’43 Be aggressive in
your goal for accuracy. Yet, watch out for Con-
firmation Bias.

� Locate objective information that explains why
an anchor is inappropriate or inconsistent with
the facts.44 Think of features that are different
from the anchor (ex: why a certain number
doesn’t work or why information is inaccurate).45

Part of the power of the anchor is that when
we compare our own reference point to the
anchor, we fail to assess whether the anchor itself
is reasonable or based on enough objective criteria
to justify our reliance upon it. Why is the anchor
inaccurate?

� ‘‘Consider the Opposite’’. Go further than gener-
ating information that challenges your anchor.
Instead, adopt an opposite perspective and reflect
on why your judgment may actually be wrong.
If, for example, the negotiator ‘‘generates (specific)
reasons not to reach agreement on the basis of the
terms proposed by his counterpart, the negotiator
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may be able to resist the effects of anchoring.’’46

As suggested in a previous paper in this series,
‘‘Red Team’’ the anchor.47

Anchoring to Advantage

As you may have now concluded, the power of the
anchor can also be employed to our advantage.
Researchers have shown, for example, that those who
open with extreme demands receive higher settlements
more often.48 Setting lofty goals prior to the negotiation
and capitalizing on the anchor directly influences the
outcome of settlements. ‘‘Negotiators who set high
aspirations end up with more of the pie than those
who set lower aspirations. And, negotiators whose
aspirations exceed those of their opponent’s get more
of the bargaining zone.’’49 Negotiation expert Richard
Shell advises that one should open ‘‘with the highest (or
lowest) number for which there is a supporting stan-
dard or argument enabling you to make a presentable
case.’’50 Make your settlement demand or offer precise
rather than using a rounded number; it infers a justifi-
cation for your number and intensifies the power of the
anchor.51 Another effective strategy is to anchor your
opponent (or for that matter, the jury) on some extra-
ordinary or dramatic piece of information that allows
you to influence the course of a case. Stories of unusual
events, for example, are better remembered.52 The
more vivid or dramatic the anchor the more powerful
it becomes.53

Conclusion

We are creatures of contrast. Anchors provide the
base line we use to compare. Anchors not only impact
the demand/offer process in which we engage, they
sway us the instant we begin our evaluations. Anchors
influence whether they are explicitly or implicitly con-
veyed, when they are self-generated, or even when
they are furnished as part of an unrelated discussion.54

No matter whether they are irrelevant, extreme, or
nonsensical, anchors can distort thus impacting our
recommendations and judgement. These external,
sometimes extraneous, bits of information can also sub-
consciously trigger other cognitive biases, leading to
inaccurate evaluations. As the anchor weighs us down
and we fail to sufficiently adjust, our negotiation and
litigation strategy may veer off course. We must recog-
nize and appreciate the full power of the Anchoring
Effect. Otherwise, we may become moored by errors
in judgment.
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